Abstract-In this paper we develop a novel, discrete-time optimal control framework for mechanical systems with uncertain model parameters. We consider finite-horizon problems where the performance index depends on the statistical moments of the stochastic system. Our approach constitutes an extension of the original Differential Dynamic Programming method and handles uncertainty through generalized Polynomial Chaos (gPC) theory. The developed iterative scheme is capable of controlling the probabilistic evolution of the dynamic system and can be used in planning and control. Moreover, its scalable and fastconverging nature play a key role when dealing with complex, high-dimensional problems.
Abstract-In this paper we develop a novel, discrete-time optimal control framework for mechanical systems with uncertain model parameters. We consider finite-horizon problems where the performance index depends on the statistical moments of the stochastic system. Our approach constitutes an extension of the original Differential Dynamic Programming method and handles uncertainty through generalized Polynomial Chaos (gPC) theory. The developed iterative scheme is capable of controlling the probabilistic evolution of the dynamic system and can be used in planning and control. Moreover, its scalable and fastconverging nature play a key role when dealing with complex, high-dimensional problems.
Based on Lagrangian mechanics principles, we also prove that Variational Integrators can be designed to properly propagate and linearize the gPC representations of stochastic, forced mechanical systems in discrete time. We utilize this benefit to further improve the efficiency of our trajectory-optimization methodology. Numerical simulations are included to validate the applicability of our approach. One of the major challenges in robotics is having autonomous systems behave efficiently under the presence of uncertainty. This can be mathematically formulated as optimizing certain performance criteria, which are relevant to the task under consideration and the system itself. Such problems have been addressed in the optimal control discipline. Broadly speaking, optimal control frameworks can be classified as model-free, or model-based methods. As its name implies, a model-free approach can be applied without having any information about the system dynamics. This fact has allowed reinforcement learning methods to be successfully applied in numerous robotic tasks (e.g., [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] ) and to bypass the issue of model uncertainty. However, they suffer from rather slow convergence and require executing many rollouts on the physical system. On the other hand, model-based methods rely on a mathematical representation of the considered system (see for example [8] , [9] , [10] , [11] , [12] ), resulting in much faster algorithms. Nevertheless, their effectiveness is largely dependent on modeling accuracy. To this end, a number of stochastic optimal control algorithms has been proposed in the literature that handle this shortcoming through various ways of uncertainty representation.
One class of model-based optimal control methods represents uncertainty by employing stochastic differential equations. Some of the most popular approaches that can deal with non-linear dynamics, include iterative linearization methods such as iterative Linear Quadratic Gaussian (iLQG) control [13] and Stochastic Differential Dynamic Programming (SDDP) [14] , as well as sampling methods like the Path Integral control (PI) [15] . Unfortunately, the aforementioned works rely on certain strong assumptions that may reduce their applicability. The SDDP and iLQG methodologies assume that the underlying dynamics have the form of an ordinary differential equation driven by white Gaussian noise with additive or multiplicative amplitude. Note that this way of modeling cannot capture stochasticity directly in the internal parameters, from which many times uncertainty stems from. In
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addition, continuous-time white noise signals possess infinite energy and, therefore, do not exist in the physical world. The PI methodology further assumes that the system dynamics are affine in control and requires that control authority is proportional to noise intensity.
Recently, novel probabilistic trajectory optimization algorithms [16] , [17] were developed for control of uncertain systems using Gaussian Processes (GP) [18] . Gaussian Processes provide a way to learn and represent unknown functions by storing all the data collected from the system in consideration and performing inference. Due to the probabilistic nature of GP-regression, GP-based trajectory optimization methods can be used for learning control on systems with completely unknown dynamics while reducing the number of interactions with the physical system during training. This important feature makes the aforementioned methods suitable for applications in which no prior knowledge of the dynamics is available and experiments are expensive. Unfortunately, most GP-based trajectory optimization methods achieve tractability in the inference phase by treating the state as a Gaussian random variable and relying on moment matching (e.g., in [16] ). Since the Gaussianity assumption is not usually satisfied for nonlinear systems, this may lead to erroneous representations. In addition, it is often the case in robotics that uncertainty arises due to unknown parameters in the dynamics. Thus, exploiting the structure of a physics-based model can provide great efficiency.
One method that has been widely used for representing parametric uncertainty in engineering systems, is Polynomial Chaos theory. Wiener introduced Polynomial Chaos [19] and used it to decompose stochastic processes into a convergent series of Hermite polynomials. Xiu and Karniadakis in [20] extended this concept and introduced the generalized Polynomial Chaos (gPC) framework. In their work, various continuous and discrete distributions were modeled using orthogonal polynomials from the Askey-scheme and L 2 convergence in the corresponding Hilbert functional space was guaranteed. Based on their pioneering work, gPC has been successfully applied in various fields such as solid mechanics [21] and fluid dynamics [22] . However, works including applications on autonomous systems and control-related problems are rather limited. The authors in [23] used the gPC scheme to analyze the dynamics of a vehicle under uncertainty. Dutta and Bhattacharya in [24] designed nonlinear estimators which proved to be beneficial when measurements are infrequent. Hover and Triantafyllou utilized gPC as a tool to analyze the stability of a stochastic bilinear system [25] . Moreover, Fisher and Bhattacharya in [26] proposed a stochastic version of the LQR controller.
In our work, we consider dynamic systems which are influenced by a set of uncertain internal parameters and initial states. Specifically, we assume that the exact values of these quantities are not known, but we have access to their underlying statistics. We utilize the gPC framework to model this type of uncertainty and transform the, originally, stochastic system into a set of deterministic ordinary differential equations that capture uncertainty evolution over time. This allows us to formulate classes of deterministic optimal control problems which depend directly on the gPC representation of the dynamics and, therefore, have a stochastic flavor. To solve the obtained problems, we propose a novel version of Differential Dynamic Programming (DDP) ( [8] , [27] ) and call the developed algorithm "gPC-DDP". Our framework is an iterative, scalable method which is able to control the probabilistic behavior of the trajectory in an optimization setting. In addition, we prove that under some mild assumptions, gPC-DDP admits locally quadratic convergence rates for generic problem formulations.
The performance of the proposed framework is further improved by incorporating the concept of Variational Integrators (VI's). VI's are a class of numerical time stepping methods derived from direct discretization of Hamilton's principle [28] , [29] . They have been shown to outperform standard numerical integration schemes (e.g. Euler differentiation, Runge-Kutta methods) due to their long-term energy preserving properties. Specifically, one major benefit is their insensitivity to both time step and terminal time selection [28] , [30] . This can be extremely useful for robotics applications when a long time horizon is considered and fast online computations have to be made. In addition, their available structured linearization renders them ideal candidates to use when numerically solving optimal control problems [31] . Inspired by the work in [32] , we prove that Polynomial Chaos representations of mechanical systems will obey the laws of Lagrangian mechanics. By providing explicit expressions for the Lagrangian and nonconservative forces (e.g., control inputs, dissipative forces) we are able to develop variational integration schemes and incorporate them in our discrete-time optimal control methodology.
The contribution of this work lies in developing a generic framework for controlling the probabilistic evolution of systems under parametric uncertainties. In contrast to most existing approaches, limiting assumptions on the dynamics structure and type of stochasticity can be avoided in the problem setup. Moreover, our methodology utilizes the benefits of the original Differential Dynamic Programming algorithm towards obtaining tractable solutions for nonlinear, stochastic optimal control problems. We also provide a convergence proof that generalizes prior theoretical work, by considering problems with generic running and terminal cost function terms. Our analysis, therefore, completes past work on the convergence properties of DDP-based algorithms. Last but not least, when Lagrangian systems are considered, we show that Variational Integrators can be employed to achieve superior numerical performance during uncertainty propagation. The aforementioned properties highlight the potential applicability of the proposed approach in robotics problems.
The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. Section II briefly states the problem we will be dealing with and also includes some preliminaries. Regarding the latter, subsection II-B gives an overview of the Wiener-Askey Polynomial Chaos scheme, while subsection II-C provides some basic elements of discrete mechanics and variational integrators. In section III, we discuss Polynomial Chaos representations of dynamic systems, for which we also develop a Variational Integrator. Section IV derives the gPC-DDP framework and highlights its important features. Simulated examples are included in section V that provide further insight into the behavior of our algorithm. Section VI discusses extensions that can deal with possible drawbacks of our methodology and section VII is the conclusion. Lastly, the appendices include some technical details as well as the core of gPC-DDP's convergence proof.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND PRELIMINARIES

A. Problem statement
We consider dynamic systems of the forṁ
where x ∈ R n is the state vector, u ∈ R m is the control input vector and λ p denotes a set of independent random parameters for the physics-based model (1) . We also consider the initial state x 0 to be a function of a set of independent random variables λ 0 . It is assumed that the statistics of λ p and λ 0 are known a priori. The goal is to find a control u(·) that solves the following stochastic optimal control problem
where [t 0 ,t f ] is the time horizon, L is the running cost and F is the terminal cost. In addition, M = (M 1 , ..., M n ) denotes the moments of the state vector x, with
..) and (M i ) j being the j th (central) moment of state x i . Henceforth, we assume that a solution to (2) exists.
In this paper, we will deal with the discrete-time counterpart of (2) by discretizing the corresponding cost functions and dynamic equations. Moreover, in sections III, IV, we will utilize Polynomial Chaos theory to transform the stochastic optimal control problem in (2) (usually referred to as momentbased stochastic control problem; see for example [33] , [34] ) into a purely deterministic one.
Finally, note that solving optimal control problems with continuous-valued states and controls can rarely be done analytically. In addition, when high-dimensional, non-linear systems are considered, searching for global optimality becomes usually intractable. Hence, we seek to develop numerical methods that can produce locally optimal, admissible and tractable solutions, at the expense of sacrificing global optimality.
B. Wiener-Askey Polynomial Chaos
In this subsection we review the basics of generalized Polynomial Chaos theory. More details can be found in [35] .
Let (Ω, F , P) be a probability space such that Ω is the sample space, F is the σ -field of Ω and P is the corresponding probability measure. Let ω ∈ Ω and suppose that ξ (ω) = (ξ 1 (ω), ..., ξ d (ω)) ∈ R d is a continuous multi-dimensional random variable with mutually independent components. Define ρ(ξ ) to be a positive weight function and determine the weighted L 2 ρ space by
where D is the support of random variable ξ . In the context of Polynomial Chaos theory, ρ(ξ ) is related to the probability density function associated with P (i.e., dP(ξ ) = Zρ(ξ )dξ , where Z is a scaling factor). Thus, L 2 ρ denotes the space of mean-square integrable functions (i.e., functions with finite second moment). One can then write the Polynomial Chaos expansion of f ∈ L 2 ρ as
The set {φ j (ξ ), j ∈ Z ≥0 } consists of polynomials orthogonal with respect to the weight function ρ(ξ ), while {f j , j ∈ Z ≥0 } contains the coefficients of the Polynomial Chaos expansion. It has been shown that the series in (4) converges to f in the L 2 ρ sense [35] . However, while the requirement for convergence is rather mild (L 2 ρ -integrability), the rate of convergence will further depend on the regularity of f with respect to ξ .
In practice, we will have to truncate the series as
where the number of coefficients is K = (r+d)! r!d! − 1, such that r is the maximum order of {φ j } and d is the dimension of ξ . Since independence among random inputs is assumed, when d > 1, the elements of {φ j } are defined as products of univariate orthogonal polynomials. Specifically, let
, whereφ j i denotes polynomials of order j i that are orthogonal with respect to ρ i (ξ i ) ( j i ≤ r, j = 0, ..., K and i = 1, ..., d).
The expansion in (5) can be viewed as an orthogonal projection of f onto the linear space spanned by {φ j , j = 0, ..., K}. It has been proven that for any f ∈ L 2 ρ , this orthogonal projection constitutes the best polynomial approximation in the L 2 ρ norm [35] .
To proceed, the j th coefficient in (5) can be obtained by using the orthogonality property of {φ j }. Specifically one has
This procedure is called Galerkin projection and virtually requires the residual error of the projection to be orthogonal to the space spanned by {φ j , j = 0, ..., K}. The authors in [20] established a connection between distributions of random inputs and orthogonal polynomials from the Askey scheme, developing the generalized Polynomial Chaos framework. They showed that when ρ(ξ ) is of a certain type, one can naturally select the appropriate set {φ j } from the Askey scheme that gives orthogonality with respect to ρ(ξ ). Table I shows this correspondence and provides a list of such orthogonal polynomials 1 . Each set {φ j , j ∈ Z ≥0 } forms a complete orthogonal basis in the Hilbert space determined by the corresponding weight function. Moreover, when the density function of the quantity to be approximated belongs in Table I , proper selection of the basis functions results in faster convergence to the desired distribution. 
In the remaining of this paper, we will often denote the expectation operator with respect to ρ(ξ ) as
and so forth. f, g can be viewed as the inner product in the Hilbert space of mean-square integrable functions. Also, due to orthogonality we have
where δ i j is the Kronecker delta.
Lastly note that Table I provides details for continuous random variables. Analogously, if discrete random variables are considered, certain orthogonal polynomials from the Askey scheme can be used [35] . In addition, arbitrary probability distributions can be handled as well [36] .
C. Discrete mechanics and Variational Integrators
Here, we present fundamental concepts of Lagrangian mechanics in the continuous and discrete time domain. This involves discussing the Pontryagin-d'Alembert principle, as well as the Discrete Euler-Lagrange equations. These elements will be used in subsequent sections to develop a Variational Integrator for Polynomial Chaos representations of dynamical systems. We will consider the case where non-conservative forces are applied since it is more relevant to robotics applications. The reader is referred to [28] , [29] for more details.
The continuous Lagrange-d'Alembert principle Consider a finite-dimensional dynamical system and let q = (q 1 , ..., q N ) ∈ R N denote its generalized position coordinates and L(q,q) its Lagrangian. Under the influence of nonconservative forces F = (F 1 , ..., F N ) ∈ R N , the Lagranged'Alembert principle states that over a time horizon t ∈ [t 0 ,t f ] the following holds
Based on (7), the evolution of the system is described in continuous space by the Euler-Lagrange equations [28] d dt
The continuous Pontryagin-d'Alembert principle To proceed, let v = (v 1 , ..., v N ) ∈ R N and p = (p 1 , ..., p N ) ∈ R N denote the generalized velocity and momentum coordinates respectively. The Pontryagin-d'Alembert principle connects the Lagrangian and Hamiltonian point of views and states that the equations of motion must satisfy
By treating p as a Lagrange multiplier to enforce equality between v andq, one can immediately see the similarity between (9) and (7) . Manipulation of (9) yields [29] 
Eqs. (10) are equivalent to (8) and will be used in section III to build the Lagrangian function and non-conservative forces of Polynomial Chaos-based mechanical systems. Discrete Lagrangian Mechanics Marsden and West in [28] showed how to properly calculate the discrete version of (8) and obtain a Variational Integrator (VI). Towards that goal, the discrete Lagrangian L d is defined by
where q k denotes the discrete configuration of the system at instant t k (i.e., q k = q(t k )). L d can be estimated via a quadrature rule as
such that ∆t is the time step and ζ ∈ [0, 1]. The quadrature is said to be second-order accurate if ζ = 1/2. In a similar manner, the continuous non-conservative forces are approximated by left and right discrete forces as follows
where u k is the discretization of continuous control inputs. One can typically choose [31] 
By plugging (11) - (14) in (7), the Discrete Euler-Lagrange equations (DEL) can be written as follows
In the expressions above, D i L d (·) denotes the partial derivative of L d with respect to its i th argument, while p k can be viewed as the discrete momentum at time t k . The DEL equations can now be used to propagate the states of the system forward in time. Specifically, given the current state, (q k , p k ), the next state is determined by solving (15) . It has been shown that variational integration methods outperform standard integration schemes (e.g., Euler integration, Runge Kutta, etc) [28] that discretize the equations of motion instead of the Lagrangian function. Specifically, by
propagating the DEL equations, we expect to get a behavior similar to the continuous dynamic equations. In fact, VI's exhibit a structure preserving nature, as well as improved performance in terms of accuracy and energy stability.
III. POLYNOMIAL CHAOS REPRESENTATIONS OF DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS
This section uses Polynomial Chaos theory to derive expressions for the dynamics of stochastic systems. First, the evolution of the Polynomial Chaos expansion coefficients is described. The time-varying coefficients capture the probabilistic evolution of the system as it is influenced by its internal dynamics and external inputs. Next, we develop a Variational Integrator that allows us to propagate the discrete-time gPC formulation efficiently.
A. Evolution of Polynomial Chaos-based dynamical systems
Consider the case where a dynamical system is influenced by a set of uncertain internal parameters. We represent these parameters by a collection of independent random variables λ p ∈ R d p with known distribution 2 . Similarly, the initial state will be stochastic and will depend on the independent random variables λ 0 ∈ R d 0 . The dynamics equations arė
In this paper, the controls are considered to be deterministic.
We also assume that all random quantities belong in their associated L 2 ρ spaces (see eq. (3)). The first step is to take the gPC expansion for the random parameters λ p , x 0 with respect to a set of standard random variables ξ p , ξ 0 . In this way, the density function of the new random variables accords with the weight functions presented in Table I . Hence, we have
By using a similar expression for λ 0 , the initial states are expanded as
Now define the concatenated vector of random inputs
Since the evolution of x depends on ξ , the associated gPC expansion of the state vector is defined as
Differentiating (19) giveṡ
2 We use superscripts p and 0 to associate random variables λ and ξ with uncertainty in the parameters and initial states respectively. Not to be confused with the notation · k that indicates evaluation of the term · at t k (k = 0, 1, ...).
Note that each set of polynomials φ in (17) - (19) has to be orthogonal with respect to the corresponding weight functions. After plugging eqs. (17) to (20) in (16), Galerkin projection can be performed as shown in (6) . One can obtaiṅ
where ρ(·), D denote the probability density function and domain of ξ , respectively. The evolution of the gPC coefficients can thus be compactly written aṡ
where X = (x 10 , ..., x 1K , ..., x i j , ..., x nK ) ∈ R n(K+1) and the elements of f are given by (21) . A major benefit of gPC theory is that the moments of the expanded stochastic process can be estimated analytically [35] . More precisely, by using the orthogonality of {φ j } and recalling that φ 0 (ξ ) = 1 for all types of polynomials in Table  I , one obtains
var
skew
. . .
where we have used (M i ) j to denote the gPC estimate of the j th (central) moment of state x i . Remarkably, propagating the set of deterministic ordinary differential equations in (22) results in obtaining an estimate of the state distribution over time. This further implies that the probabilistic evolution of the system can be influenced by controlling (22) .
Remark III.1. As explained in section II-B, Polynomial Chaos expansions constitute a form of orthogonal projection. When the quantity to be approximated belongs in L 2 ρ , convergence to its true value is guaranteed [20] . Hence, the states in (22) satisfy
with || · || ρ being the corresponding norm in L 2 ρ .
B. Disrete Euler-Lagrange equations for gPC expasions of mechanical systems
Designing faithful discrete representations for continuous equations of motion constitutes a key ingredient in discretetime optimal control methods. In our case, one could discretize eq. (22) directly. However, as explained in section II-C, such a naive approach usually induces numerical errors during simulation.
Suppose a mechanical system satisfies eqs. (10) and is influenced by uncertainty in the parameters or initial states. Then, we can take the gPC expansion of q, v and p with respect to the random inputs ξ ∈ R d as
be the set of unnormalized momentum coefficients with {p i j } = {p i j φ j , φ j }. The authors in [32] showed that for uncertain conservative systems, the coefficients of the gPC expansions satisfy Hamilton's equations. Here, we extend this concept to show how the DEL equations can be transformed, especially when non-conservative forces are applied. Consequently, a variational integration scheme is designed that can be used for propagating the density of stochastic mechanical systems.
Lemma III.1. Consider a mechanical system with uncertain parameters and let L, F denote the Lagrangian function and set of non-conservative forces respectively. Suppose also that its position, velocity and momentum coordinates can be expanded as in (27) . Then, the system of the gPC coefficients (Q, V,P) will satisfy eqs. (10) witĥ
being the associated Lagrangian function and
being the non-conservative forces.
Proof. For Lagrangian systems, eqs. (10) must be satisfied. Plugging (27) in (10) and performing Galerkin projection gives
for i = 1, ..., N and j = 0, ..., K. Now define the functionsL, F i j as in (28), (29) respectively. Since the gPC coefficients are deterministic, one can obtain
where the first equality is due to chain rule and the second equality is due to (27) . Eqs. (31) and (33) yield
In a similar manner, one can show that
Combining (29), (32) and (35) giveṡ
For clarity, we put eqs. (30), (34) and (36) together to get
By comparing eqs. (37) with (10), the conclusion is made.
Lemma III.1 implies that the set of gPC-based coordinates in (27) behaves as a Lagrangian system. In this context,L is the Lagrangian,F are the non-conservative forces and Q, V,P denote the position, velocity and (unnormalized) momentum coordinates respectively. Since principles (7) and (9) are equivalent, the corresponding Euler-Lagrange equations will be satisfied in the continuous domain. As a consequence, one can define the DEL equations for the gPC representation of a mechanical system as 0 =p
where i = 1, ..., N and j = 0, ..., K. The discrete versions of the LagrangianL d and non-conservative forcesF ± di j may be computed as in (12), (14) respectively. The required steps for propagating the discrete gPC representation of dynamical systems are presented in Algorithm 1.
IV. OPTIMAL CONTROL OF POLYNOMIAL CHAOS-BASED DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS
In this section, we develop a numerical scheme for obtaining (locally) optimal trajectories for systems with parametric uncertainties. Our approach constitutes an extension of the original Differential Dynamic Programming (DDP) algorithm. DDP's main features are its fast convergence rates and scalability, attained by sacrificing global optimality [8] . The aforementioned advantages have allowed researchers to apply this Algorithm 1: Propagation of DEL equations for gPC representations of mechanical systems Data: Lagrangian L, non-conservative forces F, horizon (28), (29) respectively (e.g., by using (12), (14)); 3 for k=0: methodology on non-linear, high-dimensional systems [27] , [37] .
We begin by formulating the gPC analogue of the momentbased stochastic optimal control problem in (2) . Moreover, we show that expected costs with quadratic terms (usually found in standard stochastic optimal control theory) can be viewed as a subclass of our gPC formulation. We then develop our trajectory-optimization framework, gPC-DDP, for solving the obtained type of problems. Certain modifications are also provided in order to incorporate the Variational Integrator developed in section IV. Lastly, we prove that under some mild conditions, gPC-DDP converges globally to a stationary solution, with the convergence rate being locally quadratic.
A. gPC formulation of stochastic optimal control problems under parametric uncertainties Let x ∈ R n , u ∈ R m denote the state and control input vectors respectively. Consider the stochastic optimal control problem in (2), which is restated below for convenience.
Based on the analysis of section III, eqs. (22) - (26) allow us to transform (40) into the following deterministic optimal control problem
The new state vector will include the gPC coefficients of x (i.e., X = (x 10 , ..., x 1K , ..., x i j , ..., x nK ) ∈ R n(K+1) ) and the dynamic constraints are derived as shown in (22) . In addition, note that since the statistics of ξ 0 in (18) are assumed to be known, the initial state X 0 will be fixed.
Remark IV.1. The deterministic optimal control problem in (41) is an approximation to the stochastic optimal control problem in (40) . The two formulations become equivalent if the orthogonal projection of the state in (19) holds with equality for all time instants. Now let us consider the problem of minimizing an expected cost of the following form
These types of cost functions are encountered in standard stochastic optimal control theory [38] . Let also L e and F e be quadratic functions defined as
where S and S f are diagonal, positive semi-definite matrices, while R is a positive definite matrix. Below, we show that this problem can be viewed as a subclass of (41). A similar derivation was provided in [26] . However, here we also include a desired state x goal at each time instant, which is useful for tracking tasks. In addition, we consider state weighting matrices without cross terms.
Lemma IV.1. The expected cost in (42) with quadratic terms as in (43), (44), can be transformed into the deterministic cost function of (41) with
where
(49) and ⊗ is the Kronecker product.
Proof. We will consider only the running cost since a similar analysis can be performed for F e . One has
Now note that
where cov[·] denotes the covariance operator. Plugging (51) in (50) gives
where the last equality is due to (23) . Now by using (24) and recalling that S is diagonal, the second term of (52) becomes
After plugging (53) into (52) and noting that φ 0 , φ 0 = 1 for all polynomials in Table I , equation (45) is obtained.
By observing eqs. (47) - (49) & (52), (53), we make the following remarks.
Remark IV.2. The optimal control problem in (41) with cost terms given in (45) -(49), penalizes trajectories with: i) large deviation between the expected states and the target states, ii) high variance.
Remark IV.3. The weighting matrices in (47), (48) affect all gPC coefficients of a particular state equivalently. In practice, assigning different weights can provide greater freedom between penalizing large expected errors and high variance. For example, one can define S S S f f f as
The running cost, L L L may be defined similarly.
In our simulated examples, we will consider quadratic cost functions with weighting matrices as in (54), (55).
B. The gPC-DDP framework in discrete time
The Differential Dynamic Programming algorithm has been developed in [8] for the deterministic case. It numerically solves the optimal control problem by using quadratic expansions of the dynamics and the cost function along nominal trajectories. The scheme is iterative in nature such that it computes the optimal control deviation given a nominal input signal. The nominal input is then updated and the process is repeated until convergence.
We extend the original DDP method in order to handle Polynomial Chaos representations of the dynamics and the cost. The goal is to solve the generic optimal control problem
with
We start by defining the value function as follows
In the discrete-time setting, the derivation is based on Bellman's principle of optimality. One can write [8]
where t k denotes the k th time instant (i.e., t k = k∆t, such that ∆t is the time step). The integral on the right hand side of (59) will be approximated via a left hand rectangle method.
In what follows, define the Q-function as
Assume now that a nominal control inputū and the associated state trajectory X are given. The first step will be to linearize (22) about X,ū. Suppose that that the dynamics and cost functions are differentiable up to the second order. Using an Euler discretization scheme gives
where n n n = n(K + 1) is the dimension of the gPC-based system (i.e., X ∈ R n n n ) and Θ(t k ) = (I + ∆t∇ x f(X, u,t k ))|x ,ū , B(t k ) = ∆t∇ u f(X, u,t k )|x ,ū . Note that all terms on the right hand side of (61) are evaluated at the nominal trajectories. Moreover, δ X(t k ), δ u(t k ) represent state and control deviations about X(t k ) andū(t k ) respectively. To proceed, eq. (60) will be quadratically approximated. By using (61), one can obtain
and ∇ xx f ∈ R n n n×n n n×n n n , ∇ xu f ∈ R n n n×n n n×m , ∇ ux f ∈ R n n n×m×n n n , ∇ uu f ∈ R n n n×m×m are three-dimensional tensors. We denote by × i the "mode-i" multiplication between a tensor and a vector (or matrix) [39] . For example, we have that
The remaining multiplications are computed similarly 3 . Now, in order for the right hand side of (59) to attain its minimum, its derivative with respect to δ u must be equal to zero. By plugging (60), (62) and (63) into (59) and following this strategy, one can get the optimal control deviation
We then compute the updated control trajectory as follows
The term γ satisfies 0 < γ ≤ 1. It is introduced for performing line searches, so that convergence is attained even for nonlinear problems (see section IV-C). Specifically, it is initialized at each iteration as γ = 1 and is reduced until cost reduction is attained.
Note that the controls update in (65), requires the gradient and Hessian of the value function at each time step. Towards that goal, V (X(t k ),t k ) in (59) will be expanded as
(66) By plugging eqs. (60), (62), (64) and (66) in (59) and matching the zero order, first order and second order terms of the resulting expression, we can get the following equations
The equations above are solved backwards in time. The boundary conditions are given by the final cost term. Specifically, V (X(t f )) = F F F(X(t f ))|x, V x (X(t f )) = F F F x (X(t f ))|x and V xx (X(t f )) = F F F xx (X(t f ))|x. Once (67) has been computed for all time steps, δ u * may be calculated as in (64) and a new 3 [f] i denotes the i th element of f.
control trajectory u can be determined as in (65). Then, we setū ← u and the procedure is repeated until convergence.
Remark IV.4. Since gPC-DDP works locally about nominal trajectories and does not rely on state space grids, scalability is attained. Hence, although gPC representations increase the dimension of the obtained state vector X, a tractable solution to (56) can be determined.
Observe that gPC-DDP requires the Jacobian and Hessian of the gPC-based dynamics f. The following proposition addresses the computation of ∇ x f and ∇ xx [f] l (l = 1, ..., n n n). The remaining terms can be determined similarly.
Proposition IV.1. Consider the gPC-based dynamics f given in (22) , and letẋ i j be its l th element, defined in (21). Then ∇ x f and ∇ xx [f] l are given respectively by
where ⊗ is the Kronecker product, is the Hadamard product and 1 is the unit matrix. Furthermore, Φ ∈ R K+1 includes the K + 1 orthogonal polynomials of the state vector (i.e., Φ = (φ 0 (ξ ), ...,
Proof. Consider the expression given in (21) . Since the gPC coefficients are deterministic, one has
where the second equality is due to chain rule and the last one due to (19) . Similarly, the following can be shown
where i, g, s = 1, ..., n and j, h, d = 0, ..., K. Based on these expressions, the result is obtained by writing ∇ x f and ∇ xx [f] l in matrix form.
When we deal with mechanical systems, we can incorporate the Variational Integrator (VI) of section IV. Assuming that the Lagrangian L and non-conservatives forces F of the original system are known, the propagation phase of gPC-DDP can be implemented through Algorithm 1. It remains to develop a linearization scheme for the DEL equations (38) , (39) to replace eq. (61). In this direction, one can use the results in [31] where the structured linearization of discrete systems was obtained. For our case, this is accomplished by differentiating eq. (38) implicitly with respect to Q k+1 , and eq. (39) explicitly with respect toP k+1 . Due to space limitations we will only provide the final results and refer the interested reader to [31] .
To keep notation simple, letL k andF k± denotê
respectively. Then, one can obtain for the gPC coefficients in (38) , (39) the following
The first-order terms are given by
The second-order terms included in Γ k DEL , ∆ k DEL , Λ k DEL and Ξ k DEL , are defined in Appendix A. Also, the inversion of matrix M k is guaranteed by using the implicit function theorem on (38) [31] . When the VI is incorporated, we only have to modify the Qfunctions in (63) by using (70). Specifically, we will substitute
Finally, note that computing the linearization scheme in (70), requires defining the Jacobians and Hessians ofL k ,F k± with respect to the gPC coordinates. Below we give an expression for D 1 D 1L k . The remaining terms can be determined similarly.
Proposition IV.2. The Hessian D 1 D 1L
k is given by
where Φ has been defined in Proposition IV.1.
Proof. First, observe from (12) and (28) 
Then, by following an approach similar to the proof in Proposition IV.1 the entries of D 1 D 1L k can be computed as
where i, g = 1, ..., N and j, h = 0, ..., K. Then the result can be derived by writing D 1 D 1L k in matrix form.
We conclude this section by summarizing the required steps of gPC-DDP in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2: gPC-DDP
Data: Dynamics and cost functions of (56), nominal control trajectoryū; 1 Get the nominal state trajectory X under controlsū by propagating a discrete version of (22) Backpropagate V , V x , V xx using (67);
5
Pick a specific value for the line search parameter γ, with 0 < γ ≤ 1. Starting from k = 0 with δ X 0 = 0, compute a new control u k as in (65). Get the next state X k+1 as described in step 1. Define δ X k+1 and repeat the procedure for the entire time horizon. Given the obtained state trajectory X and control sequence u, compute the total cost J J J. Accept the new controls if cost reduction is attained. Otherwise, reduce γ and repeat; 6 Updateū ← u, X ← X; 7 until convergence;
C. Convergence analysis of gPC-DDP
The authors in [40] showed that under some mild assumptions, the original Differential Dynamic Programming algorithm will converge to a stationary solution, regardless of the initial state. Moreover, [41] proves that DDP achieves locally quadratic convergence rates. Unfortunately, the analysis in the latter paper deals only with scalar dynamic systems and does not consider a terminal cost in the problem formulation. Here, we extend the aforementioned works and provide the convergence properties of gPC-DDP for the generic optimal control problem in (56).
The following set of assumptions is necessary for our analysis.
Assumption IV.1. i) The dynamics and cost functions of (56) are differentiable up to the third order over a compact convex set R ∈ R n n n+m , ii) (X(t k ), u(t k )) ∈ R, ∀t k ∈ [t 0 ,t f ], iii) Q uu in (63) remains positive definite for all time instants and iterations of gPC-DDP.
The convergence properties of gPC-DDP are established by the next theorems.
Theorem IV.1. Consider the optimal control problem in (56) and suppose Assumption IV.1 holds. Then, the gPC-DDP algorithm will globally converge to a stationary solution for arbitrary initialization. Moreover, when the line search parameter, γ, is small enough, the total cost reduction at each iteration is given by
with J J J (l) being the total cost at iteration "l", and K f being the discretized time horizon.
Proof. Since the cost function and dynamic constraints in (56) are deterministic, the proof is similar to [40] and is omitted due to page restriction.
Theorem IV.2. Suppose Assumption IV.1 holds. Let also U * = ((u * 0 ) , (u * 1 ) , ...) denote the stationary point gPC-DDP converges to and U (l) denote the controls obtained at iteration "l". Then, ∃ c > 0 and l large enough, such that the following holds
Therefore, the convergence rate will be locally quadratic.
Proof. The proof is in Appendix B.
Remark IV.5. The main assumption required by the analysis is that Q k uu remains positive definite ∀k. When this is not ensured a priori, one can use a shift parameter θ > 0 and set [42] Q k uu ← Q k uu + θ I, where θ is selected large enough so that the required condition is enforced. An adaptive method of picking θ was also proposed in [41] .
D. Practical implementation of gPC-DDP
In the propagation and linearization phases of gPC-DDP, one has to compute integrals of the form D f(ξ )ρ(ξ )dξ , where f ∈ L 2 ρ (e.g., in (21), (68), (69) or (71)). These quantities can rarely be calculated analytically; except if linear or sufficiently simple dynamics are considered. In light of this, numerical methods have to be utilized. Note that expressions of this type can be viewed as expectations. Hence, one could sample points from ρ(ξ ) and compute a Monte Carlo approximation. Unfortunately, a great number of function evaluations is usually required to get a good estimate. To reduce computational complexity, one can instead use Gaussian quadrature (also called Gaussian cubature when ξ is multi-dimensional). Based on the corresponding density function ρ(ξ ), properly selected nodes z l i and weights w l i can be determined such that
(73) where ξ = (ξ 1 , ..., ξ d ) and ξ i , z i ∈ R. The sets of nodes and weights can be obtained by solving an eigenvalue decomposition problem [43] . One important aspect is that the above formula holds with equality when the integrand is a polynomial of degree less than or equal to 2l gq −1. Since we consider smooth dynamics in this paper, the particular integration method is expected to be highly accurate. Lastly, note that this fulltensor method requires l d gq function evaluations. When the set of random inputs is large, one can use sparse quadrature formulas, as presented in [44] , to reduce the number of nodes z l i while retaining sufficient precision.
It is therefore deduced that implementing the propagation and linearization phases of gPC-DDP can be readily done by evaluating expressions of the nominal dynamics at the different quadrature nodes. Before moving to the simulations section, we summarize the most important attributes of gPC-DDP that are not offered by conventional stochastic trajectoryoptimization methods.
• We derive our framework by relying on the Differential Dynamic Programming method. An iterative, scalable and fast-converging scheme is developed that is capable of controlling the density of the states. Specifically, desired trajectories for the expected states can be defined, while also affecting higher order moments. Moreover, no particular assumptions have to be made about the structure of the system dynamics. We only require differentiability of f with respect to x and u in order to perform linearizations.
• gPC-DDP employs Polynomial Chaos theory to represent stochasticity. Consequently, multiple types of uncertainty in the parameters and initial states can be handled, as the ones presented in Table I . In case some random inputs follow arbitrary probability distributions, one can build proper orthogonal polynomials by using the Stieltjes procedure [36] and incorporate them in our framework.
• When mechanical systems are considered, Variational
Integrators can be designed to obtain faithful discrete representations. This can further increase the numerical accuracy of our methodology and, as shown in the simulations section, reduce its computational complexity by allowing coarse discretizations of the time horizon.
V. SIMULATED EXAMPLES
First, a low dimensional system is considered, namely the Duffing oscillator. This will allow us to illustrate the algorithm in detail and make some simplifications when applying the gPC expansions. Subsequently, we apply gPC-DDP on a quadrotor to highlight the broad applicability of the framework.
A. Example: Duffing oscillator
The dynamics of the Duffing oscillator are given bẏ
The uncertainty of this system lies in the parameter λ , as well as the initial state x 1 (t 0 ). We consider these quantities to be normally distributed with λ ∼ N (µ λ , σ 2 λ ) and
. Based on Table I , Hermite polynomials will be employed. The first few (unnormalized) Hermite polynomials are given by [35] 
Furthermore, some important expressions are
where s = i+ j+g 2 . By applying (17), (18), λ and x 1 (t 0 ) can be fully described as
where ξ p , ξ 0 are standard Normal variables (i.e., ξ p , ξ 0 ∼ N (0, 1)). In this setting, the states are influenced by ξ = (ξ p , ξ 0 ) ∈ R 2 . Applying the gPC expansion on the state vector yields
where r is the maximum order of each univariate orthogonal polynomial. Since x 2 (t 0 ) is deterministic, we take x 20 (t 0 ) = x 2 (t 0 ) and x 2 j (t 0 ) = 0 for j > 0. Plugging (76), (78) in (74) and performing Galerkin projection as in (21) giveṡ
for k = 0, ..., K. Note also that one can analytically compute the derivatives of the above expression, which will be required by the linearization phase of gPC-DDP. Subsequently, the gPC-DDP algorithm is applied. We consider the case where µ λ = 3 and σ λ = 0.1. For the initial states we have µ 0 1 = 4, σ 0 1 = 0.08 and x 0 2 = 0. The task is to reach the target state x goal = (3, 0) in t f = 1.8 sec. We picked quadratic cost functions as in (45), (46) , with weighting matrices for the terminal cost defined as in (54), (55). Regarding the latter, the weights are set to s f 10 = s f 20 = 400 (associated with expected states) and s f 1 j = 300, s f 2 j = 100, for j > 0 (associated with variance). The running cost was set to L L L = 1 2 0.01u 2 . Hence, gPC-DDP will penalize trajectories with i) expected terminal states far from the desired ones, ii) high terminal variance. Fig. 1 shows how ||U (l) − U * || changes at each iteration "l", with U * being the solution that gPC-DDP converges to. We initialized the algorithm by selecting zero controls (i.e., u(t k ) = 0, for k = 0, 1, ...). We compare our algorithm with the original Differential Dynamic Programming method applied for the mean values of the uncertain parameters and cost functions defined as in (43), (44) . Fig. 2(a) shows the evolution of the gPC and Monte Carlo estimates of the mean, as well as ±3σ of 1000 trajectories under the (locally) optimal controls. Furthermore, Fig. 2(b) depicts the gPC and Monte Carlo variance estimates of the states under the different control settings. The results clearly highlight the versatility of gPC-DDP in terms of finding trajectories that not only guide the system to the target but also reduce state uncertainty. For the gPC expansions, we selected r = 3 terms in (79) resulting in an n n n = 20 state vector. Due to space limitations, we do not show how the accuracy of the gPC series approximation changes with the number of expansion terms K. In general, the estimated moments get closer to the actual ones as K increases, with the convergence rate depending on the quantity to be approximated (see discussion in section II-B, as well as [20] , [26] , [35] ).
For the implementation of gPC-DDP we utilized a standard Euler scheme to discretize the dynamics in (80) and performed the corresponding linearization in (61). Next, we incorporate the Variational Integrator of section III and call the obtained scheme "VI-gPC-DDP".
The Lagrangian and non-conservative forces for the Duffing oscillator are given respectively by
The gPC expansions of the generalized coordinates are
One can determine through (28) and (29) the Lagrangian function and non-conservative forces for the gPC coordinates. Specificallŷ
The discrete versions of the above expressions,L d andF ± di j can be determined via (12) and (14) respectively. Furthermore, the linearizations required by (70), can be performed analytically.
To show the importance of a variational integration scheme, we compare the (locally) optimal trajectories given by gPC-DDP & VI-gPC-DDP for varying time steps ∆t. In general, a properly discretized model will behave similarly to its continuous counterpart, even for relatively large values of ∆t. In that case, we would expect that the time-step selection would induce small deviations in the solution of the optimal control problem. Fig. 3 shows the gPC mean estimates after implementing the algorithms on the Duffing oscillator. It can be easily deduced that utilizing Variational Integrators highly reduces the impact of ∆t on the obtained trajectories.
B. Example: quadrotor
The state vector considered here is (χ , η ,χ ,η ) ∈ R 12 , where χ = (x, y, z) ∈ R 3 and η = (φ , θ , ψ) ∈ R 3 denote the position and Euler angles respectively (see Fig. 4 ). The Lagrangian and external forces of the system are given respectively by
where u i are the control inputs, l is the distance between the rotors and center of mass, m is the mass, g is the gravitational acceleration and G tr , G rot are constants that depend on the air density and the shape of the rotors. Furthermore, J(η) = W (η) IW (η) is the Jacobian matrix from angular velocities toη, with I = diag(I x , I y , I z ) being the inertia matrix and W (η) being a transformation matrix for angular velocities, from the inertial frame to the body frame. Finally, R(η) denotes a rotation matrix from the body frame to the inertial frame. The equations of motion for this system can be found by applying the Euler-Lagrange expressions in (8) . Specifically, these will be where
∂ η . A detailed derivation of these expressions can be found in [45] . Fig. 5 shows the parameters that were used for the simulations. We consider the case where the exact values of G tr and G rot are not known. Specifically, we assume that they are uniformly distributed with known upper and lower bounds.
Since the random parameters follow a Uniform distribution, we choose Legendre polynomials (see Table I ). Some important expressions for these (unnormalized) orthogonal polynomials are provided below [35] 
For the Polynomial Chaos expansions of the states we picked r = 2 terms in (5). This resulted in an n n n = 72 state vector. Note that in this problem, the propagation and linearization phases of gPC-DDP cannot be computed analytically. Hence, Gaussian quadrature has to be used, as presented in section IV-D. In these formulas, we used l gq = 3 quadrature nodes for each uncertain parameter. The task we consider for gPC-DDP, is reaching the target state ((χ goal ) , (η goal ) , (χ goal ) , (η goal ) ) = 0 12 starting from the deterministic state (−3, 3, 3, 0 9 ). We picked quadratic cost functions as in (45), (46), with weighting matrices for the terminal cost defined as in (54) i . Finally, we initialized the algorithms by selecting zero controls (i.e.,ū i (t k ) = 0, for k = 0, 1, ...). Fig. 6 shows the obtained state trajectories after gPC-DDP has converged. To illustrate the impact of uncertainty penalization, we consider two settings with different (variancerelated) weights s f i j , j = 1, ..., K. Specifically, trajectories in red correspond to s f i j = 0.0013, while those in magenta correspond to s f i j = 0.044. As before, we compare our results to the original DDP algorithm applied for the mean values of G tr and G rot . Fig. 7 shows the terminal standard deviation of three states (MC estimate), while Fig. 8 displays the obtained control inputs under the different optimization settings. Finally, Fig. 9 provides an illustration of the quadrotor task under gPC-DDP's (sub)optimal expected trajectories, while Fig. 10 shows how ||U (l) −U * || changes at each iteration "l" (both of these figures were generated for s f i j = 0.0013 as the variance-related weights). The results reveal that penalizing state uncertainty in the problem setup can be rather beneficial in trajectoryoptimization tasks. It is also important to make the following observation. It was noticed during simulations that large penalization of state uncertainty generally increases the required bandwidth of the controllers. This particular behavior is depicted in Fig. 8 ; for large values of the variancerelated weights, the obtained controls seem to fluctuate more frequently. Thus, one has to make a compromise between uncertainty minimization and control effort when tuning the cost functions.
Next, we incorporate our variational integration scheme. We follow the same procedure as in the Duffing oscillator example; however, obtaining closed form solutions for the gPCbased Lagrangian and non-conservative forces is impossible in this case. Hence, Gaussian quadrature has to be used to estimate the discrete version ofL andF, as well as their derivatives.
To test the effect of the VI scheme, we consider the following scenario. We solve the optimization problem by using different time steps in the problem formulation. Then, we implement the (sub)optimal controls on a discretized version of the gPC-based dynamics, with a very small discretization step (∆t = 0.001). In this way, the behavior of the continuous dynamics (22) can be accurately simulated. Fig. 11 shows three of the gPC mean estimates after applying the controls obtained by gPC-DDP & VI-gPC-DDP respectively. For the former, an explicit Euler scheme was used. It can be deduced that when large time steps are employed, naive discretizations of dynamic equations behave much differently than their continuous counterpart and are inappropriate for optimal control tasks.
In fact, the ability to use a coarse discretization can significantly reduce the computational complexity of our optimal control algorithm. Fig. 12 compares VI-gPC-DDP to gPC-DDP in terms of the average time required for the propagation phase. Note that the variational integration scheme will be slower for similar step sizes since one has to solve eq. (39) implicitly, which usually requires more than one iterations. However, when the discrete horizon decreases sufficiently, the overall required time is reduced.
VI. DISCUSSION
In this section, we discuss some caveats of our approach that may reduce its applicability and propose possible extensions. First, gPC-DDP requires the system dynamics and cost function to be differentiable. If discontinuities appear in the problem formulation, one could use existing smoothing methodologies, as the ones presented in [46] . Another weakness of the gPC formulation is that its accuracy generally degrades over time. Moreover, estimating higher order moments often comes with greater error than estimating lower order moments [26] . This happens because the underlying probability space is represented by a finite dimensional approximation. One can improve performance by adding more gPC coefficients in the expansions; however, this will only postpone the problem. This issue can be tackled by using multi-element methods [47] . This methodology can additionally deal with discontinous random inputs.
Finally, another limitation of gPC theory is that computational complexity increases with the dimensionality of the random inputs. In particular, the number of coefficients in eq. (5) increases exponentially with the dimension of the stochastic variables. Complexity increases also for full-tensor Gaussian quadrature formulas, as the one in (73), since all possible combinations of the random parameters have to be considered in the summation. In fact, this was noticed to be the major drawback in our algorithm, since gPC-DDP uses Gaussian quadrature at each time instant both in the linearization and propagation phase. However, as explained in section IV-D, sparse quadrature formulas can be utilized to curtail the number of quadrature nodes [44] . Moreover, a sparse gPC approximation can be used for multi-dimensional gPC expansions (e.g., as the one presented in [48] ) to reduce the number of coefficients. Both of these methodologies can significantly reduce computational complexity, while retaining sufficient accuracy.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper we proposed a new methodology for stochastic trajectory optimization, for systems with uncertainty in the parameters and initial states. Polynomial Chaos played a key role since it allowed us to handle stochasticity for a broad class of distributions. The developed optimal control scheme was based on Dynamic Programming principles and its main feature is the ability to control the statistical behavior of stochastic, high-dimensional, nonlinear systems. It was also proven that when some mild assumptions are satisfied, our iterative algorithm converges to a solution with locally quadratic convergence rates. Lastly, we showed that Variational Integrators can be formulated when Polynomial Chaos representations of mechanical systems are considered. Simulated examples verified the potential applicability of the proposed framework and highlighted the benefits of variational integration schemes in stochastic control tasks.
APPENDIX A COMPUTATION OF THE SECOND-ORDER TERMS IN THE
DEL LINEARIZATION SCHEME Here, we define the entries of the matrices Γ k DEL , ∆ k DEL , Ξ k DEL and Λ k DEL of eq. (70). Specifically, the second-order derivatives of Q k+1 andP k+1 will be determined with respect to Q k ,P k , u k . The derivation is based on [31] and the results are included here for completeness. In the expressions below, we use × i to denote the "mode-i" multiplication between a tensor and a matrix. The legends show the discretization steps used in the different trajectory-optimization schemes. The plots were obtained by implementing the (locally) optimal controls on a discretized version of the gPC-based dynamics with a very small time step ∆t. In this way, the actual, continuous system can be accurately simulated. Performance is significantly reduced when naive discretizations are employed. The results are normalized with respect to gPC-DDP's corresponding time, when a small discretization step is used. Utilizing variational integration schemes allows having a coarser time discretization and, therefore, reduces computational complexity.
APPENDIX B CONVERGENCE RATE OF GPC-DDP
Here, we provide the proof for Theorem IV.2. Denote by U (l) the controls given by gPC-DDP at its l th iteration, i.e.,
, with K f being the time horizon and vec[·] the "vec" operator. Moreover, we denote the nominal control sequence byŪ = U (l−1) and the updated one by U = U l . Let also U * be the (sub)optimal solution that gPC-DDP converges to and X * the corresponding state trajectory.
The authors in [40] showed that when l becomes large enough, the line search parameter of the deterministic DDP can be set equal to 1. The same argument can be used for γ in the controls update (65) of gPC-DDP (proof is omitted). Hence, we will pick γ = 1 for our analysis.
The goal is first to show that (72) is satisfied when K f = 2 and then generalize for arbitrary K f . For K f = 2 the optimal control problem (56) becomes in discrete time
where f k is a discretized version of (22) . Henceforth, we will write for convenience ·| or ·| * when the quantity "·" is evaluated at the nominal or (sub)optimal trajectory respectively. Implementing gPC-DDP as presented in section IV, yields
Moreover, (61) gives
In the expressions above we have used that δ X 0 = 0. Now, since U * is a stationary point we have
Next, we expand ∇ u 1 J J J| * about the nominal trajectory
Rearranging and using (82) -(84) and (95) -(97) yields
Rearranging and using (81), (83), (85), (95), (96), (98) gives 
Substituting (101) into (102) gives
In a similar manner, we will get a new expression for Q 0 u . Specifically, plugging (99) into (92) yields
Substituting the right-hand side of (100) into (104) gives
Finally, from (93), (94), (103) and (105) 
and hence from (101)
Expressions (106) and (107) imply that ∃ c > 0 such that for K f = 2, the following is true
i.e., the convergence rate is greater than or equal to quadratic. Now assume that (108) is true for the generic problem
The goal is to show that a similar expression to (108) can be obtained for K f = H + 1. In that case, the cost function is written as
By utilizing the dynamics and controls given by gPC-DDP at k = H, the above expression is equivalent to
